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Research Spotlight  
BRICS and Mortar of Development Financing 

The New Development Bank launched last week will set a precedent for development banks 

in the 21st century and help bolster flagging growth in emerging markets. Also known as the 

BRICS bank, the new lender is headquartered in Shanghai and has initial capital of US$100 

billion. Its founding members are the so-called BRICS nations: Brazil, Russia, India, China 

and South Africa. Its aim is to help emerging economies, which have been doing it tough 

amid a general global slowdown. 

Joseph Stiglitz, an economics Nobel laureate and professor at Columbia University, said the 

bank is expected to bring emerging economy governance in line with new global realities, 

helping to tap an enormous pool of savings in developing countries. 

Evandro Menezes de Carvalho, a professor at Fundacao Getulio Vargas in Brazil and a 

visiting scholar at the Center for BRICS Studies at Fudan University, said the new institution 

should become a “knowledge bank” that offers vision and solutions to meet the challenges in 

world development. 

Kundapur Vaman Kamath, president of the new BRICS bank and a former executive with 

India’s largest private lender ICICI Bank, made it clear in Shanghai remarks that the bank 

was not created as a rival but rather as a partner to existing multilateral institutions. 

“Our objective is not to challenge the existing system but to improve and complement the 

system in our own way,” Kamath said. 

Sun Lijian, a finance professor at Fudan University said innovation should be a centerpiece of 

the New Development Bank. 

“That’s why it has the ‘new’ in its name,” he said. “The unity of all five BRICS countries is 

already an innovation, and that can help the bank cope with the differences and difficulties 

ahead to sustain the growth of the bank.” 

 

 (Source from Shanghai Daily)   

 

 

 

 



Campus News 
Help for Poor Kids in Accidents 

With the summer holiday peak season for injuries to children here, the Children’s Hospital of 

Fudan University is providing an aid system, along with a charity foundation created by 

Longhua Temple, to offer financial support to poor children injured in accidents. 

A total of 14 children have been covered by the foundation since mid-May and account for 70 

percent of children hospitalized in the intensive care unit with accidental injuries, the hospital 

said yesterday. 

Since July 1, its ICU has received seven children with accidents, including three cases of 

poisoning and two traffic accidents. 

“There are many more accident victims in the summer said hospital official Wang Juliang. 

“Some parents are poor. So the fund is to give them hope to treat their children.” 

 

 (Source from Shanghai Daily)   

 

 

China ABC 
The Facial Painting Art of Beijing Opera 

The Facial Painting, also known as Lianpu, is formed through Beijing Opera artists’ long-

term practice and their understanding and judgment of the roles in plays. It is the colorful 

dressing on players’ faces.  

By using transformative and exaggerated figures, professional spectators would easily tell the 

characteristic of a role. In this way, it is called ‘the picture of hearts’. There are certain 

formats of the facial painting in the aspect of color, type and shape. Usually, eyes, foreheads 

and cheeks are painted like wings of butterflies, swallows and bats.  

Colors of Lianpu (facial painting) are varied with each representing a characteristic.  

For example, red symbolizes loyalty, such as GUAN Yu. White stands for cattiness and 

cunning, with CAO Cao as its representative. Both of them are great politicians in the late 

Eastern Han Dynasty and become famous literature figures in the classical story ‘The Three 

Kingdoms’. 

Black signifies honesty and frankness, such as BAO Zheng, a righteous official during 

Northern Song Dynasty (960-1127), or abruptness and impertinence, such as LI Kui, an 

important figure in the famous Chinese ancient novel ‘All Men Are Brothers’.  

 

 



 

The historic character GUAN Yu in Beijing opera ‘Huarong Dao’ (The Huarong Path), the red ficial painting shows his 

loyalty. 

 

CAO Cao in Beijing opera. In ancient folktale and various literature work, his personality is portrayed as cunning and catty. 

As a result, his ficial painting is chosen to be white. 

 

 



Recommended Events  
09 Aug. Fri.       Topic:  Chinese Folk Art: Action and Protection 

    10:00              Speaker: ZUO Jing, Editor 

Venue: Center of Activity, Shanghai Museum 

Booking Link:  http://www.shanghaimuseum.net/education/show/show-

content?activityId=670 
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